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Abstract 

In this thesis the electrO"weak process e+ e- --+ p+ /C was studied and an inclusive and 
exclusive cross section were measured. Furthermore the fonvard-backvvard asymmetry 
AFB \vas determined from the exclusive event sample. The investigated data was 
recorded ·with the detector ALEPH at centre-of-mass energies of 196) 200 and 202 Ge1/ 
resulting in a total integrated luminosity of 208.1 pb- 1

• All the measured results are 
in good agreement with the Standard :\fodel. 
From the measurements of total cross sections and angular distributions for all the 
t\vo fermion processes at energies from 130 - 202 Gel' limits on processes beyond the 
Standard Jvlodel were derived. For Contact Interactions they were found to be of the 
order of 10 Tei.r while for TeV-Scale Quantum Gravity a limit for the ultra-violet 
cut-off parameter of A::::::::: 1 Ti?V could be derived. 

Zusammenfassung 

In dieser Diplomarbeit \vurde ein inklusiver und exklusiver \Virkungsquerschnitt fiir den 
elektroschwachen Prozess e+ e- --+ 11+ /C gernessen. Dariiberhinaus wurde for die exk
lusive l\Icssung die Vorwiirts-Riickwarts-Asymmetrie AFB bestimmt. Die untersuchten 
Daten \vurden mit dem Detektor ALEPH bei Schwerpunktenergien von 196, 200 und 
202 Gell aufgezeichnet. Die Gesamtluminositat betragt 208.1 pb- 1

• Die Ergebnisse 
der Tviessungen stimmen gut mit dem Standardmodell iiberein. 
Aus den \Vinkclverteilungen und \Virkungsquerschnittsmessungen fiir alle Zwei-Fermion 
Prozesse die bei Energien von 130 - 202 Ge V bestimmt \vurden, konnten Grenz\verte 
for physikalische Prozesse jenseits des Standardmodells abgeleitet werden. Fi.ir Kon
taktwechselwirkungen wurde eine Energieskala von ungefahr 10 TeV bestimrnt. Fi.ir 
das l\fodell der Quantengravitation im TeV-Bereich konnte fiir den ultraviolet.ten Ab
schneideparameter A ein \Vert von ca. 1 Te"'V abgeleitet \Verden. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The beginning is the rnoRt important. part of 
the work. 

Plato 

The aim of modern particle physics is to describe the constituents of matter and the 
interactions between them with a self-consistent, single theory. In order to achieve this aim, 
physicists arc investigating the properties of matter at smaller and smaller scales. To our 
present knowledge there are two types of point-like particles, fermions and bosons. The for
mer arc spin-~ particles obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics, which means that two particles of 
the same kind cannot be in the same quantum state simultaneously. All solid matter is built 
up of fermions, which themselves can be divided into two groups - quarks and leptons. The 
bosons arc particles with integral spin, following Bose-Einstein statistics, which means that 
more than one particle can be in the same quantum state at the same time and they mediate 
the interaction forces between quarks and leptons. 

To today's knowledge there are four fundamental forces: the electromagnetic, the weak, 
the strong and the gravitational force. The photons are the carriers of the electromagnetic 
force, the weak force is mediated by the w± and Z bosons while the strong force is carried 
by eight gluons. The graviton, responsible for the gravitational force, differs from the other 
force-carriers as it is assumed to be a spin-2 particle in contrast to the photon, w±' z and 
gluons which have spin 1. 

According to the current theory, called the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, lcft
handed leptons as well as quarks appear as doublets of the weak isospin while the righthanded 
fermions only appear as singlets. Both come in three families or generations that only dif
fer in their masses. The charged leptons participate in the electromagnetic and the weak 
interactions while the neutral leptons (neutrinos) are only subject to the weak force. The 
three pairs of quarks are subject to all interactions and exist in three different colour states. 
Furthermore, all fermions have corresponding antiparticles. 

Each of the four forces has different strength, which is expressed m their respective cou
plings. Although all massive particles experience the gravitational frn-ce, it is by far the 
weakest. The other three coupling constants are of the same order of magnitude and vary 
with the energy scale at which the corresponding phenomena arc investigated. 
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A first great success to the understanding of particle interactiom_.; was the development 
of Quantum Electro-Dynamics (QED), the theory of electromagnetic interactions which 
achieved to combine quantum mechanics with special relativity. It was developed to a great 
part by Dyson, Feynman, Schwinger and Tomonaga and a review of the evolution of the 
theory can be frmnd in [1]. The probably most important feature of this theory is that it 
remains renormali~able through the requirement of local gauge invariance, even when consid
ering higher order processes. Due to the success of QED for all electromagnetic phenomena, 
local gauge invariance is regarded as a fundamental property for any future theory that tries 
to combine or unify two or more of the fundamental forces described above. 

The unification of electromagnetism and the weak force in an electroweak theory then fol
lowed this approach but some problems emerged as theories based on local gauge invariance 
required massless gauge bosons while the apparently point-like nature of weak interactions 
required a very massive exchange particle to account for the very short range over which it 
acts. Thanks to the Higgs mechanism [2, 3, 4], invented by P. W. Higgs, this problem could 
be solved by breaking the underlying gauge symmetries at low energies. Still, there was one 
problem left: The electroweak theory, developed by Glashow, Salam and Weinberg [5, 6, 7] 
predicted a neutral weak gauge boson (the Z) that had not been observed so far and all 
known weak interactions could be accounted frn- in terms of w± exchange. In addition, an 
extra scalar boson is predicted to exist, the Higgs boson. 

In 1982 and 1983 the w± and Z were discovered by the UAl [8, 9] and UA2 [10, 11] col
laborations in pp collisions at the Super Antiproton-Proton Storage ring (SppS) at CERN 1

• 

With the observation of the three bosons and their predicted masses already several of the 
predictions of the electroweak theory had been verified. The only particle still waiting for 
discovery is the Higgs boson. 

From 1989 to 1995 the LEP2 collider at CERN ran at a centre-of-mass energy approxi
mately equal to the Z mass resulting in a precise measurement of the cross section, mass 
and width of the neutral carrier of the weak force. In summer 1996 LEP ran at a centre-of
mass energy of about 161 GeV and was thus able to produce W pairs. From the behaviour 
of the cross section for this process the existence of triple gauge couplings could be confirmed. 

Together with Quantum Chroma Dynamics (QCD), the theory describing strong interac
tions between quarks and gluons, the electroweak theory forms the SM. The couplings of 
the three forces are assumed to unify at a scale of,..._, 1015 GeV resulting in Grand Unified 
Theories (G.U.T.) while the energy scale at which gravity becomes as strong as the (then 
probably unified) remaining three force8 iH the Planck scale at ,..._, 1019 GeV. The unification 
of the fundamental forces in nature remains the probably most challenging task in particle 
physics and in order to achieve this, several extensions to the SM have been developed. 

In this diploma thesis the cross section and asymmetry for the process e+ e- ---+ µ+ µ- at 
centre-of-mass energies of 196 GcV to 202 GcV arc measured. The dimuon pair in the final 
state can be either produced by a virtual photon or Z. Cross section measurements are im
portant as predictions of the electroweak theory can be verified. Additionally, the interference 
between the photon and the Z exchange leads to an asymmetric angular distribution that 

1CER.\f: Conseil Europeen pour la Recherche ~uc:leaire 
2 LEP: Largr~ Electron Positron collidcr 
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reveab the 1:1tructure of the couplings. From deviations between the measured and predicted 
cross sections and asymmetries limits on energy scales where physics processes arise that 
are extensions to the SM can be derived. For these reasons cross section and asymmetry 
measurementi,; provide an interesting testing ground for the SM. 

The outline of this thesis is as follows: 
In chapter 2 a short introduction to electroweak phyi,;ics ii,; given with emphasii,; on dimuon 
production. Furthermore, cross sections and asymmetries are defined and experimental vari
ables are introduced. Chapter 3 provides a description of the experimental apparatus, the 
LEP collider and the ALEPH3 detector. In the next chapter the muon identification and 
event selection is described while chapter 5 is devoted to the cross section and asymmetry 
measurement ai,; well as to the study of 1:1y1:1tematic errorn. In chapter 6 limits on Contact 
Interactions and TeV-Scale Quantum Gravity are derived. The results of this analysis are 
compared with those of other experiments in the final conclusions in the last chapter. 

3 ALEPH: Apparatus for LEP PHysics 





Chapter 2 

Theoretical Framework 

The purpose of this chapter ii,; to provide a short introduction to the ba:,;ic concept:,; of the 
electroweak theory. Detailed descriptions of the SM and its physics can be found in textbooks, 
e.g. [12, 13, 14]. F\irthcrmorc, the definitions of the cro:,;:,; :,;ection:,; and a:,;ymmctrics that arc 
measured in this analysis are given and the variables needed for these measurements are 
introduced. The notation follows [12] using the Dirac-Pauli representation. 

2.1 Electroweak Physics 

2.1.1 Electroweak Unification 

When trying to unify the electromagnetic and the weak interaction one was looking for a 
renormalizable theory and therefore a theory with local gauge invariance (as in QED) had to 
be developed. The electroweak interaction is assumed to be invariant under transformations 
of the form 

(2.1) 

which correspond to an invariance under a local phase change a(x) and a local rotation of 
the weak isospin I about an axis A(:r). g and g' arc coupling constant:,;, a arc the three Pauli 
spin matrices and Y is the weak hypercharge. The weak isospin I and the weak hypercharge 
Y arc related to the electric charge Q (in units of c) through the formula1: 

1 
Q =J., +-Y 

" 2 
(2.2) 

The gauge trarnfrmnations in eq. 2.1 form elements of a group U(l) QSI SU(2) and in order 
to achieve that the Lagrangian remains invariant under these transformations, the covariant 
derivative has to be of the form: 

(2.3) 

Thus the condition of local gauge invariance requires the introduction of four gauge bosons 
or gauge fields. A singlet, called B, coupling to the hypercharge Y and a triplet, W 1

, W 2 

1 The weak isospin and v.-eak hypercharge are introduced in analogy to the Gell-Iviann - Nishijima scheme 
for the strong isospin multiplets. 
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and W 3 , coupling to the three components of the weak isospin I. With these fields the 
U(l) 0 SU(2) invariant Lagrangian acquires the form 

£ = 'L.r [!r.1'1! (iaµ - %-YB1L - guiw;~) fr+ !R'Y1
! (iaµ - %-YB1L) JR] (2.4) 

_l wi wiw - ln fl/ll/ 
4 JU/ i 4 µ.v 

where the sum is over all the left- and right-handed fermion fields, fr and f R· The last two 
terms in cq. 2.4 describe the kinetic energies and self-interactions of the gauge boson fields. 

As a result of the spontaneous symmetry breaking induced by the Higgs mechanism [2, 3, 4] 
the four gauge bosons mix to fr>rm mass eigenstates: 

w± 
µ (2.5) 

The w± can be interpreted as raising and lowering operators on iJ mediating transitions 
within the lefthanded doublets of one fermion generation while A1i. represents the massless 
photon field and Zµ a massive neutral boson. The parameter t1w determines the strength of 
the mixing and is called electroweak mixing angle or Weinberg angle. 

As a result of the mixing between the singlet vector field B and the triplet vector field 
W the couplings of the gauge bosons to fermions differ. The vertex factors for the different 
interactions are2 

'Y : 

w±: 

Z: 

where g sinOiv = c and the vector and axial-vector couplings, g{, and g{ arc given by: 

g{, = I:{ - 2 sin2 t1~v CJ f 

g~ = If 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

From eq. 2.6 one can see that the photon 'Y couples only to the electric charge regardless of 
the handedness of the fermion. The weak charged current has a vector - axial-vector form 
(l -')'5 ) and in consequence thew± only couple to left-handed fermions, maximally violating 
parity conservation. The Z couples to the electric charge Q and the third component of the 
weak isospin h. As h is zero for right-handed fermions the Z couples differently to left- and 
right-handed fermions. A consequence of this behaviour is that the Z does not couple to 
right-handed neutrinos. The formalism of electroweak unification described above was first 
introduced by Salam and Weinberg [6, 7], based on earlier work of Glashow [5]. 
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2.1.2 The Process e+e- -t 11+ p-

In this analysis muon pair production via a virtual"! or Z shall be investigated. This process 
is described within the framework of the SM by the amplitudes M 1 and Mz for the two 
corresponding Feynman diagrams (see figure 2.1 a) ) 

(2.8) 

In the above formulae k is the four-momentum of the virtual 'Y or Zand hence k2 ~ .s = Ef7M. 

Furthermore, particle names are used to denote Dirac spinors. Using the Feynman rules and 
neglecting the fermion masses the Dorn differential cross section for e+ e- ---+ IL+ IL- with 
unpolarized beams can be calculated as 

da0 (s) 
d cos{)* 

+ 

'2 
1f()'. ( 2 *) -- 1 +cos fj· 
2s 

(2.9) 

2 
Jro R (Z(')) [(1 .. 2()*)2 e µ 4 e ii. · e*] 2:;;- c s + cos 9i· 9v + 9A.9A. cos 

2 
Ka [Z(·)!2[(l .. ,2f}*)( e2 e2)( µ.2 112) 8 e fl e fl . ··e*] T s +cos Yv +YA. Yv +YA + YvYvYAYA. cos + 

where()* is the polar angle in the centre-of-mass frame between the incoming electron (c-) and 
the outgoing muon (11.-). The Z propagator in the lowest order Breit-Wigner approximation 
is given as 

.s 
Z(s) = 2 . 

.s - M 2 + iMzrz 
(2.10) 

Hence the total cross section for this process in the Born approximation is given by 

(2.11) 

As the coupling of the Z is a mixture of vector- and axial-vector couplings, parity is not 
conserved and consequently the angular distribution of the outgoing nmons is not symmetric. 
This manifests itself in the terms proportional to cos()* in eq. 2.9. Dy defining the forward
backward asymmetry A~R at Born level as 

A O - aF - rTJJ 
FB-

C7p + <7B 
(2.12) 

where a1.· and a13 are the cross sections in the forward and backward hemispheres respectively, 
eq. 2.9 can be rewritten as 

da0 
( s) 3 0 2 * 8 0 * 

l e = -atot(.s)(l+cos () +;--AyJJ(.s)cose) 
( cos * 8 3 

(2.13) 

The asymmetry varies strongly with s and it arises far above or below the Z-peak from the 
interference of the electromagnetic vector- and the weak axial-vector-interaction while at the 
Z-peak the asymmetry stems from interference between the weak vector- and axial-vector-
interaction. 
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2.1.3 Radiative Corrections 

All the results obtained so far were derived in the lowest order of the electroweak theory 
neglecting radiative corrections. However, contributions from diagrams of higher order play 
an important role as they change the size of the investigated physical quantities. The higher 
order corrections can be divided into two :,;cparatc cla:,;:,;cs - purely electromagnetic and elec
troweak corrections. 

The purely electromagnetic corrections include diagrams with either real photons or virtual 
photons. The radiation of external photons can either occur in the initial state (ISR) or in 
the final state (FSR). Most ISR photons are emitted in the direction of the incoming electron 
or positron and therefore vanish in the beam pipe. This is not necessarily the case for FSR 
photons, which usually can be seen in the detector. Virtual photons start and terminate at 
external fermions and include box diagrams with the exchange of either two virtual photons 
or one virtual photon and one massive boson. 

For the electroweak radiative corrections only diagrams where virtual weak vector bosons 
are exchanged have to be considered at the centre-of-mass energies investigated in this anal
ysis. The electroweak corrections include loop corrections, which modify the vector boson 
propagators or the vertex diagrams. A further contribution comes from box diagrams where 
two massive vector bosons are exchanged. 

In order to account for most of the higher order effects , the program ZFITTER (v.6.23) [15] 
is used to calculate the SM cross sections and asymmetries. It includes all the O(a) QED and 
electroweak loop corrections, e.g. ISR, FSR and the interference between these two processes. 
Furthermore, those higher order terms that provide the largest contributions are included as 
well. A theoretical treatment of radiative corrections can be found in [16]. 

2.2 Definitions of Cross Sections and Asymmetry 

The measurement of cross sections and asymmetric:,; presents a good possibility to test the 
structure of the SM. In order to measure the dimuon cross section, those events are considered 
where electron and positron annihilate into a virtual/ or Z, which subsequently decay into 
a muon-pair. Thi:,; means that also events with multiple ISR or FSR arc taken into account. 

Two cross sections are defined for two different regions of phase space. An inclusive cross 
section is determined, including events with hard ISR. This measurement allows to test the 
theoretical predictions for radiative corrections according to QED. For the exclusive cross 
section event:,; with high invariant mass Minv of the muon pair arc selected in order to look 
for new physical phenomena that would arise at high energy scales. Feynman diagrams for 
the considered processes, one at centre-of-mass energy and one with ISR., are shown in fig
ure 2.1. 
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a) e µ 
b) e µ 

Figure 2.1: 
Dimuon production at LEP 2. Figure a) shows an event at centre-of-mass energy. In figure 
b) an event with JSR is displayed. Depending on the energy of the JSR photon the Z can be 
either virtual or real. 

Inclusive Cross Section 

The inclusive cross section is defined for the region Vs'7S > 0.1 and the full solid angle. The 
variables' is the square of the invariant mass Minv of the outgoing muon pair ands= EbM· 
It includes events with hard ISR and a large part of the considered events are so called 
'radiative returns to the Z', where in the initial state one or more hard photons are emitted, 
so that the invariant mass of the remaining system is boosted back to the Z-resonance. 

Exclusive Cross Section 

The exclusive cross is defined for the region Vs'7S > 0.9 and only for a polar region of 
I cos OI < 0.95, 0 being the polar angle in the detector frame. The reason for this restriction 
is that ISR/FSR interference effects, which are especially prominent in the forward direction, 
are theoretically not yet precisely calculated in this region. 

For the event selection the variable s~ is used which is equal to s' when (multiple) ISR 
from either the electron or the positron is present. s~ is determined through an angle mea
surement which is much more precise than the momentum measurement. Explicitly, 

1 sin01 + sin02 - I sin(01+02)1 
8 m = sin01 + sin02 +I sin(01+02)1 . 8 (2.14) 

where 01 and 02 are the polar angles of the two muons. These polar angles have to be mea
sured with respect to the direction of a possibly emitted photon as illustrated in figure 2.2. 
If the ISR photon is seen in the detector, its reconstructed direction is taken as reference. 
Otherwise the photon is assumed to be emitted along the beam-pipe and so the angles are 
measured with respect to the e- direction. 
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arc the polar angles of the positively and negatively charged muon respectively, according to 
the formula 

$ sin ~(8+ - 8_) 
cos 8 = -.--.

1 
----

sm 2(8+ + 8_) 
(2.15) 

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the angle measurement, the difference between 
the generated and reconstructed e* is shown in figure 2.4 (based on MC simulations). The 
resolution in 8* is approximately 0.07 mrad. 

Figure 2.4: 
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Resolution of ()* in mrad. The diagram shows the difference between the generated and 
reconstructed ()*. A gaussian distribution was fitted to the MC distribution with a resulting 
width of 0. 07 mrad. 

2.3 Physics Beyond the Standard Model 

Although the predictions of the SM agree with experiments up to fantastic precision [17, 18], 
it is not com;idercd to be the 'final' theory. The SM cannot provide solutions to crucial 
problems like the electroweak symmetry breaking or the hierarchy problem. As already men
tioned, measurements of cross sections and angular distributions present good possibilities 
to test the SM predictions. With the appearance of new particles or interactions the cross 
sections and angular distributions predicted by the SM would be altered. 

For this reason extra terms describing phenomena beyond the physics of the SM are added to 
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the SM Lagrangian. From deviation:,; between the measured cross 1:1cction1:1 and asymmetries 
and the SM predictions limits on the energy scale can be derived where these new phenomena 
or their respective couplings would arise. In chapter 6 a short description of the theoreti
cal ideas behind two specific model:,;, namely Contact Interaction:,; and TcV-Scalc Quantum 
Gravity, is given and limits on the energy scale where these phenomena could appear are 
derived. 
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inside the detectors of the LEP experiments ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL. LEP was built 
in order to invesLigaLe the properties of the weak vectorbosons and ran from 1989 -1995 a!. 
the Z-resonance allowing a precise measurement of many observables, e.g. the Z mass and 
width. Meanwhile LEP is running at centre-of-mas8 energie8 above 205 GeV and i8 therefore 
permitting additional studies of W and Z pair production and triple gauge couplings. A 
detailed description of the LEP collider is given in [19]. 

3.2 ALEPH Detector 

The ALEPH detector is designed to study all types of SM processes at LEP and to search 
for new phenomena. For thi8 purpo8e it covers as much as possible of the 4Jr solid angle and 
consists of several subdetectors. 'T'racking detectors permit measurements of the momenta of 
charged particles and with calorimeters the energy of charged and neutral particleR can be 
evaluated. A cut-away view of ALEPH displaying the subdetectors is given in figure 3.2. The 
structure of ALEPII is cylindrical around the beam axis therefore suggesting a cylindrical 
coordinate system with the beam-axis as z-direction and the interaction point as origin. For 
analy8is purposes the positive z-direction is taken along the incoming t-:--beam and the polar 
angle (j of the momentum vector at the origin of the tracks is measured with respect to this 
axis. T he distance of closest approach to the beam-axis is denoted by do while z0 gives the 
z-coordinate of the respective point. 

Figure 3.2: 
The ALEPH-Detector. [I]: Verfe:cdeteetor, VDET. ~: Inner Tracking Chamber, ITC. [~]: 
Time Proj ection Chamber, TPC. @]: Electromagnetic Calorimeter, ECAL. []_]: L-aminosi

tycalorimeter, L CAL. [~]: Magn et Coil. [1]: Hadron Calorimeter, HCAL. [§]: Muon Cham
bers, MUON. 
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Close to the beam-axis arc three tracking detectors, a vertex detector (VDET), the inner 
tracking chamber (ITC) and the time projection chamber (TPC). The TPC is surrounded 
by the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). All these detector components are immersed by 
a homogeneous magnetic field of 1.5 Tesla parallel to the z-axis, which is generated by a su
perconducting magnet coil. Outside the magnet coil the hadron calorimeter (HCAL) follows, 
which is surrounded by the muon chambers (MUON). The different components shall be 
briefly discussed in the following. A detailed description of the detector and its performance 
is given in [20] and [21] respectively. 

3.2.1 Tracking Detectors 

Vertex Detector (VDET) 

The vertex detector is composed out of two concentric layers of silicon wafers at 6.3 and 
10.8 cm around the beam-pipe. The wafers have perpendicular readout strips on both sides 
and therefrH"e the position of a particle can be determined simultaneously in two directions. 
The angular acceptance is I cos e I :S: 0.95 if a particle is only required to pass through the 
inner VDET layer. In order to reconstruct secondary vertices properly, a very good spatial 
resolution is required. For perpendicular penetrating muons the resolution in the n ,b-direction 
is aro\ ;::::: 12pm and in the z-direction a z ;::::: lOpm. 

Inner Tracking Chamber (ITC) 

The ITC is a conventional nmltiwire drift chamber of 2 m length and an outer radius of 
28.8 cm. It has 960 sense wires arranged in 8 concentric cylindrical layers. Each sense wire 
is surrounded by 6 earthed wires to form a hexagonal drift cell. The ITC is filled with an 
Ar - C(h gas mixture. The main purpuse is to measure the rq1 position of a charged particle 
track with high precision. From the drift time of the ionized electrons and the position of 
the sense wires a r<f; coordinate can be measured with an average precision of 150 11.rn. The 
z-coordinate can be measured from the difference between the arrival times of the electrical 
pulses at the two ends of the wires but is not very precise ( az = 7 cm). The ITC can cover 
a polar angle of I cos e I :S: 0.97 with all eight layers being traversed by a charged particle. 

Time Projection Chamber (TPC) 

The TPC, shown in figure 3.3, allows to measure many space points along a charged particle's 
track. The chamber is 4. 7 rn long and has inner and outer radii of 31 crn and 1.8 m respec
tively. The electric drift field extends from each end plate towards a central membrane that 
intersects the chamber and is held at -4 7 kV. The TPC is filled with an Ar - C H1 gas mixture 
that gets ionized when charged particles traverse the chamber. Electrons from ionization drift 
along the electric field towards the end-plates, which are equipped with nmltiwire propor
tional chambers. Cathode pads underneath the sense wires collect an induced signal and an 
accurate meaf-mrement of the r(/> coordinate of the track is achieved by interpolating between 
the signal on different pads. The z-coordinate can be extracted from the arrival time due to 
the constant drift velocity of 5.2 cm/IM3. Since the magnetic field is along the beam-axis just 
like the electric field , the electrons drift in tight spirals towards the end-plates and the r<f; 
information is maintained. A maximum of 21 space points (according to 21 concentric rings 
of pads) can be measured with a resolution of arr/';:::::: 173 11.m and O z ;:::::: 740 pm. Addition
ally, the TPC provides dE/&r; (energy loss) information, which can be used to determine the 
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particle velocity, and together with its momentum indicates the particle type. 

Combining all the three tracking detectors a transverse momentum resolution of 

aPT = 0.6 X 10-3 X PT (GeV/c)- 1 
PT 

is achieved (determined from muons with PT :=:::: 45 Ge V / c, PT being the momentum trans
verse to the beam-axis). 

WIRE CHAMBERS 

Figure 3.3: 
Structure of the Time Projection Chamber with the wire chambers of each end indicated. The 
inner and outer field cage are also shown as well as the central membrane. 

3.2.2 Calorimeters 

Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) 

The ECAL consists of a central barrel, still inside the superconducting magnet coil, and 
end-caps at both sides of the detector. All the three parts consist of 12 modules covering an 
azimuthal angle of 30°. Each module is a 45 layer lead/proportional chamber sandwich. The 
energy and the direction of the incident particle can be determined for charged and neutral 
particles. Furthermore, the shape of the electromagnetic shower can be used for particle 
identification. The energy resolution in the barrel and the central region of the end-caps of 
ECAL is 

fYE = 0.009 + 0.18 
E y'E/GeV 

The angular resolution of the calorimeter is 

<Yq, = 8 '!80 = (0.25 + ~)mrad 
m E/GeV 
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Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL) and Muon Chambers (MUON) 

The structure of HCAL, shown in figure 3.4, is similar to ECAL apart from the end-caps 
that are only Huhdivided into Hix moduleH. Barrel and end-capH conHiHt of 2:i layerH of iron of 
5 cm t,hickneHH and gas-filled streamer tnbeH. AH UCAL iH ont,Hide the magnet coil the iron 
layers provide a rcLurn pa.U1 for t.hc ma.gnct.ic llux lines. The iron is used as shower malerial 
and with the streamer tubes the energy deposit of hadronic objects can be determined. The 
baHic element iH a wire counter made of a graphite-coated plaHtic tube operated in limited 
streamer mode. The energy of charged and neutral particles can be measured in llCAL with 
a resolution of 

HCAL 

HAORON ( AlORIM[ T(R 
umc•P" 

a;, = 0.8!J 
jr::/cd· 

SuPOICONDU(l lNG 
SOUNOto 

t •Y ( AUllMH[rtR 
!Et«>CAPt 

HA.DRON (ALORIK[ re A 
CND cu& 

Figure :3.-1: The Hadron Calorimeter wUh barrel and end-caps. 

Out.Hide llCAL two layerH of muon chambers (Mt ON) are atJached. They consiHt of two 
planes or double-layer st.reamer lubes which arc separakd b_y '10-50 cm. The chambers do noL 
provide a.11 energy measuremen~ bu~ give spat.ial inlorma.~ion as lhe wires of Lhe doublc-la_ycrs 
arc orthogonal. Signals in JVICON that arc associated to a track recorded in the tracking 
detectorH can only come fron1 muonH aH all other pa.rtideH get absorbed in the calorimeterH. 

Luminosity Detectors (LCAL, BCAL, SICAL) 

For precise croHH Hection meaH1uementH1 an accurate knowledge of the luminosity is eHHential 
and for this reaHon ALBPil iH equipped with several luminoHity calorimeters. 
The Luminosi~.Y CALorimct.er (LCAL) is a sampling; calorimct.er placed around ~he beam 
pipe at both ends of the detector consisting of lead sheets and wire chambers of 38 layers. 
It coverH the polar angle region from 4Z1 to 160 mrad. It is nHed in thiH analyHiH to calculate 
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the luminosity, which is basically done by counting the number of Bhabha events for which 
there are two back-to-back deposits of energy compatible with the beam energy. 
The Ilhabha CALorimeter (IlCAL) and the Silicon CALorimeter (SiCAL) are used for the 
online luminosity measurement. BCAL is located further away from the detector, therefore 
covering smaller angles. The latter applie8 to SiCAL as well which is closer to the interaction 
point than LCAL but closer to the beam-pipe. They are partly used as background monitors 
and as a systematic check for the LCAL measurement. 



Chapter 4 

Event Selection 

The identification of a dimuon event in the detector is rather simple as its signature is very 
clean. Muons are deeply-penetrating, minimum ionizing particles and so one looks for two 
tracks of opposite charge that give signals in the outer planes of HCAL or in MUON (see 
figure 4.1). The dctaib of the selection arc outlined in this chapter. 

4.1 Muon Identification 

The event selection follows a procedure described in [22] and [23]. The identification of single 
nmons and afterwards muon pairs requires a set of steps. Since muons are charged particles, 
they will ioniz;e the gas in the ITC and TPC and therefore produce a set of space points 
which can be combined to form a track. These tracks should originate from a region close to 
the interaction point whereas beam gas and cosmic events cause tracks whm;e origin is not 
necessarily the interaction point. In consequence, the first task is to identify so called "goodi' 
tracks in an event. This is done by requiring the following criteria to be fulfilled: 

- the distance d0 of closest approach to the beam axis has to be shorter than 2.0 cm, 

- the distance to the nominal interaction point in z-dircction zo has to be shorter than 
10.0 cm, 

- I cos Bl ~ o.95 where a is the polar angle in the laboratory frame , 

- more than four hits (space points) in the TPC. 

In a further preselection the conditions are tightened by requiring each track to have at least 
a momentum of 6 Ge V / c and four associated hits in the ITC. 

Compared to electrons the Bremsstrahlung process for nmons is suppressed when interacting 
with matter due to their higher mass. In consequence, they arc much more penetrating and 
therefore one looks for associated signals in the outer layers of HCAL and in MUON. In order 
to be identified as a muon, a track has to pass one of three independent selections. Two are 
based on digital hit patterns in HCAL and MUON respectively while the third is a calori
metric selection based on the energy deposit in ECAL and HCAL. In detail the following 
requirements have to be satisfied: 

1. One or more space points in MUON associated to the track 
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2. Signab in HCAL (depth information): 

- 10 out of 23 streamer tube planes and 

- 50 % of the planes the track is expected to cross and 

- 3 or more of the outermost 10 planes 

3. Energy deposit in ECAL and HCAL (minimum ioni:.dng particle): 

- ECAL + HCAL energy is less than 60 % of the track's momentum and 

- ECAL energies + track momenta are less than 60 % of the LEP energy Ee Tl.f and 

- at least one hit in the outermost 10 planes of HCAL that is associated to the track 

4.2 Dimuon Selection 

From the remaining events only those that contain at least two muon candidates are kept. A 
standard selection procedure to identify dilepton candidates is applied. Events passing this 
selection are fiagged as 'class15'. The precise cuts for this event class are described in [24]. 
In the next step the two most energetic muons of opposite charge are selected. To discrim
inate against cosmic muons even stricter cuts arc imposed on the primary vertex, namely 
lrlo(JL1)I + lrlo(JL2)I < 1.0 cm and lzo(JL1)I + lzo(JL2)I < 5.0 cm. 

As the cross section is measured for two regions of phase space, which was already explained 
in chapter 2.2, the event selection follows different procedures at this stage. 

The cuts on invariant mass and sum of the energies of the two muons are the following: 

- inclusive sample: 
The sum of the energies of the two muons as well as the invariant mass of the outgoing 
muon pair have to exceed 60 GcV(/c2

) each. This is done to reduce background from 
{ '"f ---+ JI+ JI-. 

- exclusive sample: 
The sum of the energies of the two muons as well as the invariant mass of the outgoing 
muon pair have to exceed 150 GcV(/c2

) each. In addition VS'[i has to be larger than 
0.9. These cuts remove events with hard ISR. 

4.3 Acceptance and Efficiency 

For the two ranges in VS'[i different acceptances arc defined. The inclusive sample contains 
all events with pr;> 0.1 while the exclusive sample includes events with icosfJI < 0.95 and 
VS'1i > 0.9. 

In order to determine the efficiency of the selection, MC simulations are used. As the detector 
has only a finite resolution, cracks and insensitive regions, one never fully reconstructs all 
events. In addition, the reconstruction of observables is never exact either. All these effects 
are simulated and one compares the number of generated events with the number of events 
which pass the full reconstruction and selection. The efficiency of the selection is defined as 
the ratio between selected events and the total number of events generated in the respective 
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F'igure a) the white h'istogrnm shows the tnte ~ distn;fmtion for the generated events 
while the grey histogram shows the fraction of the selected events for the inclusive selection. 
In figure b) the selection efficiency as a function of '1S'{S is displayed. One can sec that the 
selection efficiency decrmses at a value of ~ ~ 0.4 and drops to zero .f'ust below 0 . .J. 

region defined by the acceptance criteria. In figure 4.2 the efficiency as a function of '1S'{S 
is shown and along with it the true '1S'{S distribution for all generated and selected events. 
One can see that the efficiency decreases at a value of ~ ~ 0.4 and goes down to zero 
just below 0.3. The reason for this is that a cut in the measured invariant mass at 60 GeV/ c2 

(which corrctipondti to /S'fS ~ 0.3) iti made in order to diticriminatc agairrnt background 
from e+e- --+ r/. In order to elucidate the drastic decrease of the selection efficiency, the 
resolution of the invariant mass Minv is shown in figure 4.3. It is of the order of 2 - 3 % and 
thiti explains the rapid decrease of the efficiency. As expected, the rctiolution gctti worse with 
higher invariant mass and thus higher momenta of the muons. Histogram a) of figure 4.3 
shows the resolution of the invariant mass for Z-return events in a window between 85 and 97 
Gp,V/c2 while in histogram b) the resolution for events with Minv > 185 Gp,V/c2 is displayed. 
Diagram c) shows the variation of the resolution as a function of Minv · 

In table 4.1 the efficiencies fi.H' the inclusive and exclusive selections are given. The differences 
arise because of the different definitions of the acceptance. 

Ee Ar Selection efficiency (%) Selection efficiency (%) 
/S'fS > 0.1 /S'fS > 0.9 

196 GeV 73.9 ± 0.2 96.1 ± 0.2 
200 GeV 73.9 ± 0.3 96.2 ± 0.2 
202 GeV 73.2 ± 0.2 96.1 ± 0.2 

Table 4.1: 
Selection effic'iencies for the two ~ranges. The e.fficienc'ies for~> 0.1 are calculated 
for the full solid angle while for JS'1S > 0.9 they are restricted to the region icosel > 0.95. 
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Figure a) shows the resolution of the invariant mass M inv at the Z-peak while in figure b) the 
resolution for the high-energetic events is shown. To both histograms a gaussian distribution 
is fitted giving a resolnt·ion of 2 - 3%. In figure c) the van:ation of the resolntion for the 
invariant mass of the muon pair as a function of Mirw is shown. It gets worse with higher 
invariant masses and thus with higher momenta of the muons. 
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4.4 Background Estimation 

Although the previously described selection procedure provides a very good efficiency for 
muon identification) there are still events originating from other physics processes that pass 
the applied cuts. The contributions of these processes were estimated with the help of MC 
simulations. Table 4.2 shows the number of generated MC events and the ratio of the inte
grated data and MC luminosities for each channel. The background contributions from all 
the different channels arc summarized in table 4.3. 
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Invariant mass spectrum for Ee 111 = 196 Ge V. Shown are data (dots) and MC predictions for 
signal and background (histograms) with all cnts applied except for the one in the invariant 
Tn(J,HS of the outgoing rnwm p(J,ir-. The two lines irulic(J,fe the c'1ds (j,pphed for the 'inclusive 
and exclusive selection. Here and in the following chapters the different shadings show the 
accumulated contributions from different channels. 
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Channel 196 GcV 200 GcV 202 GcV 

#events LDala I vvrc #events LDala / L''vfC #events LDala I vvrc 

µµ 50000 0.012 30000 0.021 50000 0.006 
'YI ---+ µft 300000 0.793 300000 1 0.866 300000 0.421 

TT 50000 0.012 30000 (J.021 50000 0.006 
WW 15000 0.094 20000 0.077 20000 0.038 
zz 50000 0.005 50000 (l.005 50000 0.002 
Zee 100000 0.006 100000 0.006 100000 0.003 
Zuu 20000 0.0002 20000 0.000 20000 0.000 
Weu 20000 0.003 20000 (l.004 20000 0.002 

qq 100000 0.072 - - - -

Bhabha 200000 0.357 200000 0.371 200000 0.177 

Table 4.2: 
MC events and weight factors (LlJata / £iHC) for all the investigated background channels. The 
dash iru1'icates that no bnckgrcmnd MC wo,s stw1'ied. Nevertheless, the 196 GeV MC sample 
shows that no event passed the selection. 

4.4.1 Background from two-photon exchange events 

As can be seen from figure 4.4, muon pairs in the final state originating from c+ c- ---+ ryry ---+ 
e+ e-11,+ /I- constitute one of the main backgrounds in the inclusive sample. In the exclusive 
sample it is rejected by requiring an invariant mass of 150 GcV/ c2 for the outgoing muon 
pair. The events were produced with the MC generator PHOT02 [25]. From figure 4.4 one 
can see that in a region below 60 GeV/c2 this process is dominant and so it is possible to 
compare the MC predictions directly with the data. This was done for all the energies in a 
window from 20 - 60 Ge V and is presented in figure 4.5. 
As one can seel the MC predictions overestimate the number of events selected in the data. 
The excess in this window, averaged over all the energies, is about 17.5 3. This is a rather 
large discrepancy and it was tried to investigate its origin but no satisfactory answer could 
be found so far. Nonethelessl the shape of the MC prediction is finel which can be seen 
from figure 4.5. The background contribution in the selection region was corrected for this 
excess and the error on it was treated as a systematic uncertainty on this background. This 
is outlined in more detail in chapter 5.3, where the systematic errors arc discussed. 

4.4.2 Background from other processes 

Apart from TY ---+ µ+ µ-, events from several other processes contribute to the background 
as well. Bhabha events simulated with the MC generator BHWIDE [26] were investigated 
but were found to be completely rejected by requiring signals in the last planes of HCAL. 
Hadronic final states were simulated with the generator PYTHIA [27]. As qq final states 
tend to have high multiplicities and the muon selection requires an invariant mass of at least 
60 GeV/c2 frff the two muon candidates, none out of 100000 generated events passed the 
applied cuts. 

1 
"(/' -+ pp events generaJed at 202 G e Y 

2 Lnata / L M C is zero for the quoted precision 
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Invariant mass distribution in a region where the c+ c- ---+ c+ c-11.+ p.- process is dominant. 
Shown are MC predict·ions for var•i(ms processes (h·istogrnms) and data (dots). 
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Events from c+e- ---+ T+T- were simulated with KORALZ [28] and they supply a source of 
background when both tau leptons decay into nmons. The branching ratio for a tan to decay 
into a muon is 17.35 3 and so approximately 3 3 of the ditau events have two muons in the 
final state. 

The considered centre-of-mass energies are above the WW and ZZ production thresholds. 
Therefore W-bosons decaying into muons provide an additional source of background as well 
as one Z decaying into a muon pair while the second decays into neutrinos. The WW back
ground was simulated with KORALW [29]. The PYTHIA generator was used to determine 
background contribnti011s from the processes e+e----+ ZZ and furthermore from e+e----+ Zee, 
Z 1111 and W e11, the latter two having been found to be negligible. Their contributions to the 
total background arc shown in figure 4.4. 

4.4.3 Double Radiative Events 

Double radiative events constitute an additional background for the exclusive selection. As 
one can see from eq. 2.14, VS'[S is obtained from tl;e polar angles of the two muons and 
not from their momenta. Consequently, the real invariant mass of double radiative events is 
different from what one calculates. For this reason these events contribute to the background 
of the exclusive sample now while they arc signal events in the inclusive sample. Double 
radiative events are the main background source in the exclusive sample and their amount is 
determined with the help of MC simulations because here the true invariant mass is known. 
The results arc summarized in table 4.3 and the true invariant mass distribution of the 
selected double radiative events is shown in figure 4.6. 

10 

0.7 

Figure 4.6: 

vs= 196 GeV 
e+e- ~ µ+µ-

0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 

The true VS'[S is shown for events selected in the exclusive sample. Those with VS'[S < 0.9 
are double rndiaf'ive evenfa and have to be .mbtrncted as backgrcmnd. 
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~ BG Channel 196 GeV 200 GeV 202 GeV 
cut 

0.1 // ---+ /l./L 3.7 ± 0.8 4.6 ± 0.9 4.6 ± 0.9 
T T 0.9 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 

WW 2.7 ± 0.2 3.0 ± 0.2 3.0 ± 0.2 
zz 0.9 ± 0.0 1.0 ± 0.0 1.0 ± 0.0 
Zee 1.3 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.3 

Total 11 9.5 ± o.9 I 1i.o ± i.o I 10.9 ± i.o I 

0.9 //---+ µp - 0.4 ± 0.4 0.4 ± 0.4 
WW 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.1 
zz 0.2 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 

double rad. 4.2 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.2 4.5 ± 0.2 

Total 11 4.5 ± 0.2 I 4.3 ± o.4 I 5.1 ± o.4 I 

Table 4.3: 
Background contributions from different processes with combined statistical and systematical 
errors (numbers in %, relat·ive to data). The dash indicates that no event was selected. 
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Chapter 5 

Dimuon Cross-Section and AFB 

5 .1 Cross Section Measurement 

Once the number of events N is det ermined and the integrated luminosity J [, dt is measured, 
the cross section can be calculated with the formula 

N 
a= ---J [,dt 

(5.1) 

The distributions for the invariant mass M inv and ·/S'!S are shown in figure 5.1. One can see 
that the Z-rcturn peak and the high energetic end arc much sharper in P:JS compared to 
Minv · Especially the muon pairs with a high invariant mass that are selected frn- the exclusive 
measurement gather in a region with P:JS > 0.98 . 
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Figure 5.1: 
Distrilm.tions of data (dots) , signal MC (open histogrn.rn) and backgnmrul (hatched histogmrn) 

in the variables invariant mass Minv and P:JS for Ee T'.f = 196 Ge V. 
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The indm1ivc cn)SS section, given for the range ·/S'TS > 0.1, includes events with hard ISR, 
a large part of the events in this sample being radiative Z-returns. This is visualized in 
figure 5.2, where the true /S'fS is plotted versus the measured /S':JS. The diagonal shows 
events with single ISR while the accumulation of events at /S':JS ::::::: 0.5 shows radiative 
retun1s to the Z-peak. The horizontal band shows Z-returns with multiple ISR. Here only 
events with I cos e1 < 0.95 are shown as only those are accepted in the selection. Thus, an 
extrapolation on MC basis to the full solid angle has to be carried out to obtain the inclusive 
cross section. 

The exclusive cross section is defined for a cut of #Ts > 0.9; so the invariant mass of 
the dimuon pair is at least 90 % of the LEP centre-of-mass energy. The main background in 
this sample comes from double radiative events, where both positron and electron radiate a 
photon of approximately the same energy in the initial state. As described in section 4.4.3, 
these events might pass the /S':JS cut , ~hich is a cut on the acollinearity, because the muons 
arc back-to-back. Figure 5.2 shows the cut for which the cross section is defined and the cut 
that is actually applied. A strict cut on the invariant mass is only applied at 150 GeV / c2 

and not at 0.9 · /Sas the momentum measurement is not as precise as the measurement of 
the angles and so the invariant mass distribution is smeared out. In order not to cut in the 
signal region, the contribution of double radiative events in the sample is estimated by MC 
simulations where the true invariant mass is known. 

Luminosity Measurement 

The luminosity is determined from low-angle Ilhabha scattering where events with coinciden
tal signals in the forward and backward part of LCAL arc selected. It is calculated for each 
run as: 

L = N / fJoSo 
s 

(5.2) 

where N is the number of selected I3habha events, <5o and s0 are the theoretical SM cross 
section calculated for the acceptance of LCAL and the centre-of-mass energy squared respec
tively and s is twice the LEP energy squared. L denotes that the integration over time is 
already carried out and is therefore equal to J £ dt. The error on the integrated luminosity 
consists of a statistical part arising from the finite number of Bhabha events and a systematic 
part originating from theoretical mH:ertaintieR and detector effectR. A more detailed deRcrip
tion of the luminosity measurement can be found in reference [30]. The exact LEP energies 
and integrated lurninositieR with the statistical and RyRtematic error used in the present anal
ysis are given in table 5.1. A short account of the effects that cause the systematic error on 
the integrated luminosity is given in chapter 5.3. 

Table 5.1: 

Energy ( GeV) 

195.519 
199.516 
201.625 

Integrated Luminosity( pb- 1) 

79.834 ± O.l4l(stat) ± 0.340(syst) 
86.298 ± O.l50(stat) ± 0.367(syst) 
41.991 ± O.I06(stat) ± O.I 79(syst) 

Precise centre-of-mass energies and the corresponding recorded integrated luminosities with 
statistical and systematic errors used in the present analysis. 
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True ·~ versus measured VS':;JS after detector simulation for dirrwon events at 196 Ge V. 
The diagonal shows events with single JSR while the acrnm.ulation of events at VS':;JS ~ 0.5 
shows radiat,ive retHrns to the Z -peak. The luwizontal band shows Z-r-eturns with multiple 
JSR. The lines indicate the cuts applied for the inclusive and exclusive selection in the true 
and measured variables VS'[S and VS':;JS respectively. 
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Background Subtraction and Efficiency Correction 

From the selected events background events have to be subtracted. The contributions from 
different processes were determined from simulated events and normali:wd to the integrated 
luminosity of the data. The number of signal events is then defined as 

N = (NDala - 2=(wi N iRG)) . ~ 
i Eµ. 

(5.3) 

with NlJata being the number of selected events, the sum running over all the backgrounds 
i and the Wi being the weight factors depending on the amount of generated events and the 
cross section for the particular process. The weight factors are in detail: 

. ' LDa.ta. 
w· = LData/L!lf(, = -----

l Ngenl'dC/ . 
i O i 

(5.4) 

Now the remaining number of events still has to be corrected for the selection efficiency <
1 

for 
the signal, which also takes into account the background contribution from double radiative 
events in the exclusive selection. 
The selection efficiency is determined by comparing events at generator level and after de
tector simulation. In this case the critical questions are: Are the various observables recon
structed in the proper way and how often do mismeasurements occur? As both, the inclusive 
and exclusive process, arc only defined for particular regions of phase space, each event can 
be assigned to one out of four event classes: 

- N,~~;u~ is the number of events that pass the selection cuts on the generator (true) and 
the detector (.scl) level 

- N.;~/t true is the number of events that do not pa88 the cut8 at the generator level but 
at the detector level (e.g. double radiative events) 

- N~~1rse1 is the number of events that pa88 the cuts at the generator level but do not 
pass them at the detector level 

- N~gt .;~ye is the number of events that pass the cuts neither at the generator nor at the 
detector level 

Since there are four different possible outcomes when an event is generated, one is dealing 
with a multinomial distribution. The four event classes arc not independent from each other 
but correlated. Therefore when one iH calculating the error on a combination of nmnbern 
from different classes, these correlations have to be taken into account by using the proper 
covariance matrix. The entries of this matrix arc defined as 

otherwise 

NN· 
\lij = - ~ .1 for i cf: ,j, (5.5) 

for i = j. (5.6) 

The selection efficiency is now the ratio between the total number of selected event8 and the 
total number of true events: 

Nlrue + Nrwl lrue 
F.' = sel sel 
· 11· Nfrue + N tr u e 

sel not .~el 
(5.7) 
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The value of thi:,; number can be larger than one. This ii,; the case when N;~'.[ 1 lruc > N~~~csel' 
meaning that more events that do not fulfill the selection criteria on the generator level are 
reconstructed to be true than the other way round. An example of this is the exclusive se
lection, in which double radiative events pa:,;:,; the applied cut:,;. 

At this stage all the numbers that are needed to calculate the cross section are determined: 

(5.8) 

The (T088 Hection aµµ iH tlnrn a function of Hix variable8 iE = (NData, Nt~f, L, N.;~;1e, N~~1(se1' 
N,;~~t true), the latter three being correlated. In this case the variance of the cross section uN1 

has to be calculated a:,;: 

(5.9) 

with the Vii and ViJ being the corresponding variances and covariances of the Xi· 

The cross sections measured with this method are given in table 5.2 together with SM 
predictions obtained from ZFITTER (v6.23) [15]. None of them :,;hows significant devi
ation8 from SM predictions, indeed most agree within the 1 a Htatistical error. Figure 
5.3 a) summari:.1es all the inclusive and exclusive cross sections measured by ALEPH from 
130 - 192 GcV [22, 31, 32] and the re:,;ult:,; of thi:,; analy:,;i:,; at 196 - 202 GcV. 

s1 /s EcM No. of 0"1111 SM prediction 
cut (GeV) Events (pb) (pb) 

0.1 195.519 492 7.565 ± 0.376(.stat) ± 0.083(.syst) 7.105 
199.516 489 6.834 ± 0.347(.<;tat) ± 0.086(8:iJ8t) 6.790 
201.625 238 6.914 ± 0.502(stat) ± 0.087(syst) 6.634 

0.9 195.519 206 2.567 ± 0.179(.stat) ± 0.021(.syst) 2.463 
199.516 244 2.798 ± 0.180(.<;tat) ± 0.029(.<;y.<;t) 2.355 
201.625 106 2.487 ± 0.242(stat) ± 0.023(syst) 2.300 

Table 5.2: 
Meo.sured 'incfosive and e:rclnsive cross sech:ons together with stat,istical and systematic errors. 

In the last column the SM predictions are given for comparison. 

5.2 Measurement of the Dimuon Asymmetry 

In e+e- - colli:,;ions the production of muon pairn can either be mediated by a ry or through 
the exchange of a Z-boson. The interference between the two diagram8 leads to a term which 
is responsible for an asymmetric angular distribution of the final state leptons. This means 
that theµ- i:,; scattered more often in the direction of the incoming c-. The differential cross 
Hection with re8pect to (}* iH given in eq. 2.13. Since the a8y1mnetry iH a function of Ec1u, 
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The angular distributions of data, MC predictions for signal and background arc shown in 
figure 5.5. Here the f()rwanl-backward asymmetry is clearly visible. 

The forward-backward asymmetry AFB is defined as the difference of the crrn.;s sections ai 

in the forward (cos()* > 0) and backward (cos ()* < 0) direction relative to the total cross 
section (see eq. 2.12)) which is equal to the difference in the observed events Ni relative to 
the total number of events: 

(5.10) 

Entries 206 Entries 244 
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Figure 5.5: 
Distrilm.tion of co.sf)* for dirnwm events at energies of 196, 200 and 202 Ge V. Dots are the 
data with statistical error, the white histogram represents the MC estimation and the grey 
histogro.rn 'indicates the e:i;pected bo.ckgnmnd. 
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The forward-backward asymmetry is therefore :,;imply determined by counting the number 
of events in the forward and backward direction. The cos f}* range is divided into 20 bins of 
equal width and for each bin a selection efficiency is determined on the basis of MC simula
tion:,;. In this case the efficiency is defined as the number of selected events divided by the 
number of generated events in each bin. 

The main background originate:,; from double radiative event:,; and their fraction is deter
mined with the help of the MC truth information. The contributions from other processes 
are very small as can be seen from table 4.3. The angular distribution of this background 
is assumed to be fiat since it has no statistical significance with the limited number of MC 
events used and so its contributions were averaged over all the bins. Therefore it cancels out 
in the numerator in cq. 5.10 but ha:,; to be :,;ubtracted from the total number of event:,; in the 
denominator. The number of events in each bin i was then determined by 

(5.11) 

This number Ni ii,; a function of four variables x = (Nf010
, w11,, Nt0 d, Ei) which were treated 

as not correlated and hence the error on it was calculated as 

4 ' 2 

~(~Ni) (6x.)2 
L., u:r' J 
.J=l J 

(5.12) 

Here a binomial error on the efficiencies Fi was used. The error on NF and N 13 was obtained 
by summing quadratically over the bins in the forward and backward direction respectively. 
The total error on Ap B was determined as 

(5.13) 

The forward-backward asymmetries measured with this method are given in table 5.3 together 
with the SM predictions obtained from ZFITTER. The asymmetries at 196 GcV and 202 GcV 
agree well with the SM values while the one at 200 GeV is about 2.3 standard deviations 
too low. This is still compatible with a statistical fluctuation. Figure 5.3 summarizes all the 
asymmetries for muon pairs measured by ALEPH at energies from 130 - 192 Ge V [22, 31, 32] 
and the results of this analysis at 196 - 202 a~ V with statistical errors. The solid line gives 
the ZFITTER prediction for the forward-backward asymmetry. One can see that all the 
measurements agree with the theoretical predictions. 

5.3 Systematic Errors and Corrections 

Apart from statistical erron; also systematic errors have to be taken into account. They ari:,;c 
for example from uncertainties in the theoretical predictions or from errors on physical quan
tities that enter the analysis but have to be measured experimentally as well. In the following 
section the sources for systematic errors shall be discussed. The results arc :,;mnmarized in 
table 5. 7 at the end of this section. 
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I Energy (GeV) II SM prediction I 

195.519 0.561±0.060(stat)±0.002(syst) 0.567 
199.516 0.427 ± 0.061(stat) ± 0.003(.syst) 0.563 
201.625 0.591 ± 0.083(stat) ± 0.002(8yst) 0.561 

Table 5.3: 
Muon .forward-backward asymmetry with statistical and systematic errors measured for 
·J71/i; > 0.9 and I cos e1 < 0.95. The SM pm1'ictions are calculated with ZFITTER ·indu,ding 
ISR/FSR interference. 

Luminosity uncertainties 

The error on the luminosity consists of two parts, a statistical and again a systematic one. 
As the luminosity is calculated from the number of Bhabha event:,; that arc recorded in 
LCAL, it obviously has a statistical uncertainty. But as it is a measured quantity, there is 
also a contribution arising from systematic effects. The dominating part originates from the 
definition of the geometrical acceptance. Herc it is the internal mechanical precision of the 
calorimeter and the precision on the fiducial cut that give the major contributions [30, 33]. 
Limited MC statistics for Ilhabha events and uncertainties in the theoretical predictions 
provide another :,;ourcc for systematic uncertainties on the luminosity. All the :,;y:,;tematic 
effects considered frH' the luminosity measurement at the analysed centre-of-mass energies 
are given in [30] and sum up to a total systematic error of 0.413 on the integrated luminosity 
L. For all the data samples that arc used in this analysi:,; the systematic error dominate:,; the 
total error on L. 

Limited background MC statistics 

Another systematic effect arises from the finite number of simulated MC events that are 
used. A:,; the number of generated events is a multiple of the event:,; seen in the data, it also 
corresponds to a different luminosity. Therefore a selected MC event has to be weighted with 
a factor Wi according to the ratio of the luminosities of data and MC given by eq. 5.4 which 
depends on the number of generated events and the predicted cross section. As the MC cross 
section is calculated on the basis of generated events, its precision depends on the total num
ber of produced events and therefore it ha:,; a statistical error. Additionally, a MC generator 
only considers contributions from higher order diagrams up to a certain order which results 
in an uncertainty on the cross section. For the processes e+ e- --7 Z Z and ze+ e-, generated 
by PYTHIA, an error of 2 3 and 20 3 respectively was assumed [34]. KORALW ii,; u:,;ed to 
produce W-pair events but as this cross section is normalized to the GENTLE [35] value, the 
2 % error on the prediction from the latter was applied [36]. 

When subtracting the weighted number of background events from the selected data events 
(see eq. 5.3), one introduces a systematic error as both the weight factor Wi and the number 
of events N iBG are affiicted with an error. The error on the weight factor 'llli is calculated as 

(5.14) 
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with no errors being assigned to NgenAIC because it is a precise and arbitrary number and 
LData. as it drops out in the calculation of the cross section. The error on the number of 
selected background events is binomial and so 

8NBG = NJJG 1 - Ni 
( 

JJG ) 
i i _N_g_e_n~1\I~(=) (5.15) 

Finally) the total error on the weighted subtracted background is taken as a systematic error 
coming from background MC simulatiorn1. 

As already discussed in section 4.4.1 an additional systematic error is applied to the back
ground originating from e+e- ---+ II becam;e the MC prediction exceeds the number of events 
seen in the data in a region where this process is dominant (see figure 4.5). Since this excess is 
stable over the whole range of M inv in the window between 20 - 60 Ge V and over all the three 
energies, the e+e- ---+II cross section was corrected. As the correction factor the weighted 
average of the excess at the three energy points was taken and its error was included as a 
systematic uncertainty on this background. The results are given in table 5.4. At this point 
it is probably appropriate to mention that for 200 Ge V and 202 Ge V the same MC sample 
was used. However) this does not cause any problems since the e+e- ---+II cross section is 
varying very slowly with energy in this range. 

Energy (Ge V) 
(L ; 1y M C)-T\' D ata 

1\i~'\~C 

196 0.163 ± 0.067 
200 0.182 ± 0.064 
202 0.187 ± 0.078 

weighted average 0.177 ± 0.040 

Table 5.4: 
Correction factor8 and errors on the e+e- ---+II MC backgrcmnd for· different EcAJ. The 
overall weighted average was taken as a systematic correction to the e+ e- ---+ II background 
contribution while the error on this factor was included in the systematic error. 

Statistical error due to signal MC 

Systematic uncertainties are not only caused by background MC but arise also from sig
nal MC. The muon MC is used to calculate the efficiency and therefore the uncertainties 
are caused by the limited number of events and the correlations between the different event 
classes defined in 5.1. Its contribution can be calculated by using equation 5.9 with the in
dex i running from 4 - 6. 

Muon pair identification using Z-peak data 

A comparison of data and MC at the Z-peak can be used to determine the muon identification 
efficiency. This factor is a systematic correction on the Helection efficiency determined from 
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the i,;ignal MC and contributes an additional systematic error on the latter. A data sample 
with EcAJ = ·m~ · c2 was taken at the beginning of the run period with the same detector 
configuration as at high energies. Since muons are always produced in pairs at the Z-peak, 
one can verify the muon identification efficiency with real data. Thii,; ii,; done by comparing 
the number of events where one muon is identified N1 with the number of events, where two 
muons are identified N2 in a region of phase space where only dimuon events are expected. 
In order to verify this a1:11:1umption, the whole procedure is applied to both data and muon 
MC. At the Z-peak a data sample with an integrated luminosity of 3, 46 pb-1 was taken, 
resulting in ~ 4000 selected muon events. 30000 MC events were simulated out of which 
~ 22000 passed the selection. 

The cuti,; used to obtain a data i,;amplc of muoni,; with high purity were the following: 

- the sum of the momenta of the two muons has to exceed 85 GeV and has to be less 
than 100 GeV 

- the maximum of the energy deposited in ECAL by one of the muons has to be less than 
2.5 GeV 

- the acollinearity has to be le1:11:1 than 0.1 

- the sum of the charges of the two tracks has to be zero 

The efficiency to identify a single muon in an event is given by 

2N2 
f. =----

µ id Ni+ N2 
(5.16) 

and consequently, the probability to identify two muons in an event is given by ( f.t; id )2. The 
ratio of the efficiencies in data (E~~l0 ) 2 and MC (E~~i7 )2 i8 applied ai,; a correction factor to 
the cross section. The efficiencies for muon identification in data and MC are summarized in 
table 5.5. The cross section was corrected by the factor in the last column and the error on 
it included in the 1:1y1:1tcmatic error. 

Z-peak sample 

1999 0.9548 ± 0.0024 0.9583 ± 0.0010 Ul037 ± 0Jl027 

Table 5.5: 
Efficiencies for muon identification obtained from data and MC at the Z-peak. In the last 
column the overall correct·ion factor to the cross sect·ion is g·iven. 

Efficiency correction for exact ELKP 

Another systematic effect arises from the fact that the MC files are produced at the nominal 
and not at the real LEP energy. This is of importance since the selection efficiency is a 
function of y'S'fS. At higher centre-of-ma1:11:1 energies, the Z-rcturn peak and the peak of 
the events at Ec11;1 get more and more separated in M inv and ~ (see figure 5.1 for 
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illustration). In con:,;equence, the shape of the MC prediction is not exactly correct if the 
noIUinal and real ELt;P differ and this affects the selection efficiency. The selection efficiency 
as a function of vs can be calculated as 

(5.17) 

with :D = ~and the bins j in ~running froIU 0.1 to 1.0 with a width of (l.05. As 
one can see, for each bin the MC efficiencies are weighted with the integrated differential 
(T088 sections calculated with ZFITTER and then normalized to the total (T088 section O"Jii 
obtained from ZFITTER as well. This weighting procedure is carried out twice, once for the 
nominal and once for the real LEP energy. The overall correction factor 7/corr is then obtained 
by taking the ratio of the two efficiencies, 

7/corr (5.18) 

The correction factors are given in table 5.6, where the erron; have been neglected as they 
are negligibly small. The whole procedure can be omitted for the exclusive cross section as 
in that ca:,;e almost all events arc in the last bin of p{s and therefore no change in the 
efficiency is expected (see figure 5.1). 

Table 5.6: 

Energy (Ge V) 

196 -+ 195.519 
200 -+ 199.516 
202 -+ 201.625 

7/corr 

0.9988 
0.9978 
0.9981 

Correction factors for the inclusive cross section ariwing from the fact that the wignal MC 
was produced at the nominal and not at the real LEP energy. 

The contributions from all the investigated systematic sources are listed in table 5. 7. The 
systematic errors add up to about 1 3 of the total cross section value but as one can see from 
table 5.2, they arc small compared to the statistical error, which is about 5 %. 
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j.s' /.s Source of Error Ec11r 
cut 196 GeV 200 GeV 202 GeV 

0.1 Luminosity 0.4 0.4 0.5 
Background MC 1.0 1.1 1.1 

Signal MC 0.1 0.2 0.1 
Muon identification 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Total 1.1 1.3 1.3 

0.9 Luminosity 0.4 0.4 0.5 
Background MC 0.1 0.4 0.4 

Signal MC 0.6 0.8 0.6 
Muon identification 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Total 0.8 1.0 0.9 

Table 5.7: 
Summary of systematic errors for the inclusive and exclusive cross section measurement. All 
nurnbern given are in %. 



Chapter 6 

New Physics 

A plausible impossibility is ahvays preferable to an 
unconvincing possibility. 

Aristotle, Poetics, 24 

Although the predictions based on the SM are very successful, especially the precision 
measurements of electroweak observables, it cannot provide answers to all questions, e.g. the 
breakdown of the electroweak symmetry or the hierarchy problem. For these reasons several 
extensions to the SM have been developed and two of these shall be discussed in this chapter, 
namely Contact Interactions and TeV-Scale Quantum Gravity. 

As already mentioned in chapter 2.3, the general concept is to add extra terms to the SM
Lagrangian, representing new particles or interactions which change the total cross sections 
and angular distributions. 

As input data the measured exclusive cross sections and angular distributions by ALEPH 
at centre-of-mass energies between 130 GeV and 202 GeV for all the two-fermion processes 
have been used [22, 32, 31]. Maximum likelihood fits to cross section and angular distribu
tion have been carried out for the dimuon and ditau data while for the Bhabha channel only 
the angular distribution was fitted. In the case of the qij channel the angular distribution 
was fitted and the charge asymmetry QPR, the latter only for the 183 GeV and 189 GeV 
data. The theoretical errors assumed on the SM predictions obtained from ZFITTER arc 
summarized in table 6.1. A decrease of the theoretical errors would result in higher limits for 
beyond SM processes. Thus more precise calculations are needed. 

6 .1 Limits on Four Fermion Contact Interactions 

As the 'elementary particles' became more and more elementary with the progress of science 
and new methods to probe the constituents of matter, a natural extension of the SM is to 
look for composite structures in quarks and leptons. If fermions have a substructure and 
are bound states of more fundamental constituents (often called preons [37]), new effective 
interactions among them should arise. These Contact Interactions should occur at a mass 
scale A that characteri:ws the strength of the new interaction and the physical size of the 
composite states [38]. The problem is approached by adding an extra term of a point-like 
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Channel 
6.uS!'vf (%) 

Ll.k~ ,w 
(%) -;:;sxr ~ / }'LJ 

Hadrons 1.5 2.5 
+ -c c 2.5 -

T+T- 2.0 4.5 
µ+µ- 2.0 9.0 

Table 6.1: 
Relative theoref'irnl errorn as.mmed .for ZFITTER SM predictions on rr and Al"lJ (in %). 
The Bhabha .forward-backward asymmetry was not fitted and in the hadronic case the charge
asyrnmetry QFB was used at input for the 183 GeV and 189 GeV data. 

interaction (similar to Fermi\; description of {3-dccay) to the SM-Lagrangian [39] of the form 

(6.1) 

with t5ef = 1 if the fermion is an electron and 0 otherwise. The fields CL,R (fL.R) arc the lcft
and right-handed chirality projections of electron (fermion) spinors and the parameters T/ij 

determine the type of chiral coupling of the four fermions. The sign of 7/sign denotes posi
tive and negative interference with SM amplitudes respectively. By convention the coupling 
strength is set to g = ~ and so A is a mass scale for a new exchange particle. 

The analysis carried out here follows a procedure described in [22], where more details can 
be found. Several models for the chiral couplings and the effect of 7/.sign have been considered 
and arc summarized in table 6.2. 

Model II T/s iqn I T/LL I Tflm I 7/ut I T/ltL I 

LL± ±1 1 0 0 0 
RR± ±1 0 1 0 0 
vv± ±1 1 1 1 1 
AA± ±1 1 1 -1 -1 
LR± ±1 0 0 1 0 
IlL± ±1 0 0 0 1 

LL+RR± ±1 1 1 0 0 
LR+RL± ±1 0 0 1 1 

Table 6.2: 
Fo'll.r-.ferrnion interact·ion models. The 'T/i j represent the (h.fferent ch:irnl crmpl·ings while r/sign 

indicates constructive or destructive interference with the SM amplitudes. 

The cross section for the SM and the Contact Interaction term was calculated in the im
proved Born approximation including the interference term and corrected for ISR according 
to [40]. The Born level formula for the differential cross section can be found in [39] and 
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appendix A.1. A binned maximum likelihood wa:,; used to fit the predictions of cq. 6.2 to the 
data. 

d 
[ 

F Born(, t) FBorn(, t)] a . IF 8 ' ' '2 CI .s' ' 
-d () = Fs\r(s, t) 1 + E Fl3orn(. t) + E Fl3orn(. t) cos SM .s, , Sf\l .s, ' 

(6.2) 

F'..c;1.1(s, t) (with s and t being the Mandc18tam variables) is the SM cross :,;cction calculated 
with BHWIDE [26] for the e+e- channel and ZFITTER. [15] for all others while FI~or11 (s, t) 
and F~1or11 (s, t) represent the contributions from the interference term and the pure Contact 
Interaction term respectively. The ratios of thc:,;c were taken as no higher order predictions arc 
available for the Contact Interactions. The nuIUber of data events, the nuIUber of predicted 
events and the systematic uncertainties on the expected events together with the parameter 
E were fitted. As can be seen from eq. 6.2, the parameter Eis a measure of the deviation from 
the SM, where a value of E = 0 means that no deviation is observed. The parameter E, the 
mass scale A and the coupling g are connected via the relationship 

(6.3) 

Since the theoretical (T088 :,;cction8 depend quadratically on E, the likelihood function can 
have two maxima. For this reason the 68 % confidence level liIUits on f are calculated in the 
following way: 

(6.4) 

With this method one avoids to take the 1 a error from a central value that is eventually not 
connected with a maximum of the likelihood function. As already mentioned, E ii,; a mca:,;urc 
for deviations from the SM and from eq. 6.2 it becomes clear that for positive values of r:: the 
interference of the Contact Intcraction8 with the SM is constructive while for negative values 
it is destructive. Additionally, limits on the mass scale A can be derived from f with the help 
of eq. 6.3. The 95 % confidence level limits on E~5 were calculated in a different way: 

(6.5) 

Here the likelihood function was integrated froIU 0 ---+ ±oo and 95 % of the halfsided integral 
respectively. Ily assuming a coupling of g = J.4; two values for A can be calculated from 
the po:,;itivc and negative value:,; of E~5 according to 

(6.6) 

Herc the + and - signs on A~r, 8imply denote that the limits arc calculated from the cor
responding value of E~5 and have no physical meaning in terms of different couplings. The 
rc:,;ults for the 68 % confidence level limits on E+ and C as well a:,; the 95 % confidence level 
limits on At and Ag;5 are presented in table 6.3 for leptonic final states. In table 6.4 the 
results for Contact Interactions affecting the hadronic channel and all difermion channels 
combined arc given. One can sec that the limits derived for the different models arc all of 
the order of 5 - 10 TeV. 
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Contact Term Fits (130 - 202 GcV) 

Model [c ,E+] (Tcv-2) A% (TcV) At;; (TcV) 

e+e----+ e+e-

LL [-0.038, +0.087] 5.1 3.4 
RR [-0.039, +0.090] 5.1 3.3 
vv [-0.009, +0.018] 10.4 7.5 
AA [-0.017, +0.014] 7.8 8.4 
LR [-0.024, +0.050] 6.4 4.5 

LL+RR [-0.020, +0.044] 7.0 4.8 
LR+RL [-0.013, +0.020] 8.9 7.0 

e+e----+ p+p-

LL [-0.016, +0.041] 8.0 5.0 
RR [-0.017, +0.044] 7.6 4.8 
vv [-0.005, +0.017] 13.7 7.6 
AA [-0.011, +0.015] 9.5 8.1 
LR [-0.289, +0.059] 1.9 4.1 

LL+RR [-0.008, +0.022] 11.1 6.8 
LR+RL [-0.264, +0.033] 1.9 5.5 

c+c----+ T+T-

LL [-0.049, +0.022] 4.5 6.7 
RR [-0.055, +0.024] 4.3 6.5 
vv [-0.017, +0.009] 7.6 10.7 
AA [-0.026, +0.015] 6.2 8.2 
LR [-0.249, +0.046] 2.0 4.7 

LL+RR [-0.024, +0.012] 6.4 9.2 
LR+RL [-0.242, +0.026] 2.0 6.3 

e+e----+ z+z-

LL [-0.016, +0.029] 8.0 5.9 
RR [-0.017, +0.031] 7.7 5.7 
vv [-0.005, +cl.011] 14.4 9.7 
AA [-0.010, +0.009] 10.2 10.3 
LR [-0.017, +0.036] 7.6 5.3 

LL+RR [-0.008, +0.015] 11.1 8.1 
LR+RL [-0.009, +0.017] 10.8 7.7 

Table 6.3: 
Re.rn,lts of contact intemct·ion fits to leptons based on all LEP2 rnms·urernents. The 68% 
confidence level range is given for E whilst the 95% confidence level limits are given for A. 
The results presented for z+ z- assume lepton universality. 
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Contact Term Fits (130 - 202 GeV) 

Model [c ,E+] (Tev-2) A;).5 (TeV) A05 (TeV) 

c+c---+ qq 
LL [-Cl.015, +0.021] 8.2 6.9 
R.R. [-Cl.045, +0.040] 4.7 5.0 
vv [-0.017, +0.014] 7.7 8.4 
AA [-Cl.008, +0.012] 11.1 9.2 
LR [-0.062, +0.091] 4.0 3.3 
RL [-0.045, +0.138] 4.7 2.7 

LL+RR [-Cl.012, +0.013] 9.3 8.6 
LR+RL [-0.033, +0.096] 5.5 3.2 

c+c---+ ff 
LL [-Cl.010, +0.019] 10.2 7.3 
RR [-0.017, +0.026] 7.7 6.2 
vv [-Cl.005, +0.009] 14.1 10.7 
AA [-(J.006, +0.008] 13.2 11.0 
LR [-0.019, +0.042] 7.3 4.9 
RL [-Cl.023, +0.020] 6.6 7.0 

LL+RR [-0.006, +0.011] 12.7 9.5 
LR+RL [-0.011, +0.013] 9.8 8.7 

Table 6.4: 
Results of contact interaction fits to quarks and all fermions based on all LEP2 measurements. 
The 683 confidence level range is given for E whilst the 95% confidence level limits are given 
for A. The results presented for f .f o.s.mrne that the Contact Intemct·ion couples to all the 
outgoing fermion types with equal strength. 
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6.2 Limits on TeV-Scale Quantum Gravity 

TeV-Scale Quantum Gravity is a recent theory first proposed about two years ago [41, 42]. 
It approaches the hierarchy problem by introducing extra spatial dimensions of submillime
ter 8ize. In contra8t to mo8t other model8 thi8 one doe8 not rely on either SuperSymmetry 
(SUSY) or Technicolour. 

In the following 1:1ection a short introduction to the ideas behind TeV-Scalc Quantum Gravity 
shall be given. A precise treatment can be found in [42] and a more general introduction to 
higher dimensional theories in [43]. The analysis carried out and the limits obtained follow a 
procedure de1:1cribed in [44]. 

The interaction strength of gravitation i1:1 much lower than that of the other three gauge in
teractions, namely the electromagnetic, the weak and the strong force. The running coupling 
constants of the latter three interactions are assumed to unify at an energy scale of::::::: 1015Ge V 
while the unification with gravity will only occur at the Planck scale of::::::: 10 19 GcV. Thi1:1 
unification of all the four fundamental forces is described by so called Grand Unified Theories 
(G.U.T.). One of the most crucial questions the SM cannot answer is why there is such a big 
discrepancy between the Planck scale and the weak scale (MT'tanck/Mweak ::::::: 10 16

). Thi1:1 is 
known as the hierarchy problem. 

The behaviour of the gravitational potential as "" ~ i8 only proven by direct observation for 
distances 2': lmm. If one assumes that the gravitational potential rises much more strongly 
at shorter di1:1tances with "" r~ , then a unification of gravity with the other forces could take 
place at a rrmch lower energy scale Mv by using for example string theory. For Mv ::::::: Mweak 
the hierarchy problem would be solved. For Mn » Mweak a more conventional solution such 
as SUSY would be needed to describe physics between the two mass scalc1:1. 

Generalilling the gravitational potential of a point-like particle from 3 to 3 + 6 dimensions 
gives a potential of the form 

1 
V(r)::::::: -

rl+8 
(6.7) 

If the extra dimensions are compactified down to a sille R gravity will have the usual ~ 
dependence for distances r > R while for 1:1maller distancc1:1 it can propagate in all 3 + 6 
dimensions. The other three forces would remain restricted to the usual three dimensions 
and therefore the good agreement between the SM and experiments concerning electroweak 
precision measurements for example, would still remain undisturbed. The relationship be
tween the sille of the extra dimensions R, their number 6, the Planck scale Ml-'lanck and the 
scale MD, where gravity would be of equal 1:1trcngth a1:1 the other three forcc1:1 i1:1 

2 b" 

(
MPla.nd:) = S7r (RM1)) 

MD nc (6.8) 

where MT'tanck can be obtained from MT'lanck = f"j;, G1v being the Newtonian gravitational 
constant. 

As an alternative viewpoint one can imagine that the three spatial dimensions arc repre
sented by a plane (brane) of infinite size while the extra dimensions 6 are represented by a 
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sphere (bulk) of finite size. Gravity can propagate in all 3+15 dimensioni,; while the remaining 
three forces are restricted to 3 dimensions in the brane. A massless graviton would then have 
an energy equal to 

3 3+6 

E
2 = LPz2+ LP} (6.9) 

i= l .i= 4 

with the Pi being the three components of its momentum. From a limited view-point out of 
three dimeni,;ions one would observe now that E 2 -/:- 2-.:[= 1 Pi and the graviton would appear 
to have a mass 

3+<5 

M = p . '2 2= '2 
.1 

(6.10) 
j=4 

The finite size of the extra dimensions leads to boundary conditions and consequently the 
momentum components are quanti~ed. Viewed from three dimensions, gravitons will have a 
discrete mass spectrum. The discrete eigenstates are known as the Kaluza-Klein excitations 
of the graviton. Nonetheless, this scenario still allows a massless graviton (which has to have 
zero momentum in the extra dimension1:1). Ma1:11:1ive gravitons give rise for a Yukawa potential 
and the resulting gravitational potential can be obtained by summing over the contributions 
of the whole mass spectrum and the massless graviton, which gives 

- ·'vf r j·oo 1 R'5 

V(r) ~ 
0 

;:e · p(M)dM ~ rl+<l (6.11) 

with p(M) being the number of graviton statei,; per unit mass (p(M) ~ R'5 M 6- 1 ). 

It can be seen from eqs. 6.7 and 6.11 that both massless gravitons in 3 + c5 dimensions 
and massive gravitons in 3 dimensions lead to a 1/ r 1+6 dependence of the gravitational po
tential. In as-channel exchange of a graviton the whole Kalulla-Klein spectrum is exchanged 
and as a rei,;ult this makes up for the smallness of the gravitational coupling corrntant (ai,; long 
as Mv > R, which is usually the case) to produce an observable effect. 

From the Q2 dependence of the running coupling con1:1tants a unification of the electromag
netic, the weak and the strong force is expected at a scale of about 1015 GeV. This is in 
disagreement with the assumption that at a scale A ~ Mn, where gravity becomes strong 
with Mv ~ Mweak, gravitation will unify with the other three forces in a G.U.T. theory. In 
order to avoid this problem, the three dimensional brane is required to extend into the extra 
dimensions of about Mn. This will cause the gauge bosons to have momentum components 
in the extra dimensions and in consequence the coupling constants do not run according to 
the SM prediction so that a unification at a lower energy scale is possible. The parameter 
A represents an ultra-violet cutoff above which a G.U.T. theory has to replace the theory of 
gravity introduced here. 

The differential cross section for graviton exchange predicted by the model described above 
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and calculated in the Born approximation is given by [45] 

da + _ -
-l(cc -+ff) 
ct 

where VJ= h - 2CJJ sin2 W~t., a!= hand t = (Pe- - PJ) 2 with h being the third com
ponent of the weak isospin. 6ef is equal to 1 for electron pair production (f = e) and 0 
otherwise. The Gi functions arc given in appendix A.2. The interference term of the cross 
section depends on 1/ A 4 while the pure graviton exchange terms have a 1/ A 8 dependence. 
The deviations from the SM cross section are only very small for all the channels with f "I- e 
because the interference term vanishes when integrated over all polar angles. The Bhabha 
channel is the most sensitive to graviton exchange [46] as for this case the interference term 
between s-channel exchange of a graviton and f-channel exchange of a photon produces a 
nonvanishing term. 

As for the Contact Interactions the deviation from the SM was fitted using eq. 6.2. The 
contributions to the cross section from the interference term and the pure graviton contribu
tion were calculated in the improved I3orn approximation. The I3orn level cross section given 
in eq. 6.12 wa:,; corrected for ISR according to [40]. A maximum likelihood fit wa:,; carried 
out with f being the fit parameter. Like in the previous section a value of f = 0 means 
that no deviation from the SM is observed. However, the relation between E and A is now 
E = 1 /A~, having it:,; origin in the different dependence of the cross :,;ection on the ma:,;:,; :,;calc 
A. The 68 % confidence level limits on f were obtained in the same way as for the Contact 
Interactions from eq. 6.4. In addition the central value Eo was computed as 

.{
0
x £(f')rlf' = o.5 .l: 1:(E')df' (6.13) 

The 95 % confidence level limit:,; on E were calculated according to cq. 6.5 and transformed 
to lower limits on A with the help of 

(6.14) 

The limit obtained from fg;5 corresponds to a change in the relative phase between the gravi
ton and SM amplitudes of 180°, which in the absence of a G.U.T. theory is not well predicted. 

The results obtained from the different channels and the combined fermion value are pre
sented in table 6.5. As already mentioned, the rc:,;ults arc dominated by the Bhabha channel, 
which in addition shows the smallest deviation from the SM. Furthermore, although all the 
central values of E differ from zero they are all consistent with zero within the 1 a range (68 % 
confidence level). 
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TeV Scale Quantum Gravity (130 - 202 GeV) 

Channel E = 1 / A4 (Tev-4 ) A;)5 (TeV) At5 (TeV) 

qi] 2.80 + 3 ·~0 - 1.J5 0.63 0.58 

c+e- -0.54 + o .. ~? - o .. JJ 0.91 1.06 

µ+µ- 0. 71 + 1.97 
- 1.97 0.73 0.69 

T+T- os7+ 3·14 
. - 3.24 0.64 0.62 

ff -0.41 + o .. ~3 
- 0.,,1 0.93 1.05 

Table 6.5: 
Fitted value of€ = 1 /A1 and the 95% confidence level lower limits Atr, and Ail[, obtained 
uwing the vari(ms di.fermion channels from 180-202 Ge V. The results .wiven for ff represent 
the combination of all channels. 

When one assumes that the ultra-violet cut-off parameter A is approximately equal to the 
scale Mn where gravity becomes as strong as the other three gauge interactions, these lower 
limits on A can, for a given number of extra dimensions, be used to obtain an upper limit on 
the size of the extra dimensions with the help of cq. 6.8. The results arc given in table 6.6 
but should not be considered to be precise as the approximation made above is just a rough 
one. Nonetheless, it is an interesting exercise and it becomes apparent that the size of the 
extra dimensions shrinks rapidly with an increasing number of extra dimensions. Performing 
this calculation fr>r just one extra dimension would result in an upper limit on the radius of 
1 x 1012 m, which is apparently excluded by direct observation. 

8 R(rn) 

1 1 x 10 12 

2 4 x 10-4 

3 3 x 10-9 

4 9 x 10- 12 

5 3 x 10-13 

6 2 X 10-H 

Table 6.6: 
Upper limits on the size of extra dimensions as a function of the number S of extra dimensions. 
For S = 1 the size of the extra dimension R = 1 x 10 12 m, which is obviously excluded by 
direct observation. The l'irn:its are den:ved ·under the aswu,rnption of MD ;:::;::; A, wh:ich ·is only 
an approximation and should therjore not considered to be precise. 





Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Comparisons 

In this analysis the cross section and forward-backward asymmetry for muon pair production 
in e+e- colfo;ions was measured fr>r centre-of-mass energies of 196, 200 and 202 GeV. The 
cross section was determined for an inclusive and exclusive sample and the measured values 
together with statistical and systematic errors arc given in table 7.1. Herc the numbers for 
the forward-backward asymmetry determined from the exclusive sample are given as well. 
As can be seen, the precision of the measurement is dominated by the statistical error. The 
measured values agree well with SM predictions and no significant deviation is found. 

01Ts EcA1 ALEPH ·~ OPAL [47] SM prediction 
cut (GeV) CTµµ (pb) cut (Tflfl (pb) (pb) 

0.1 195.52 7.57 ± 0.38 ± 0.08 0.1 7.05 ± 0.34 ± 0.25 7.11 
199.52 6.83 ± 0.35 ± 0.09 6.62 ± 0.33 ± 0.23 6.79 
201.63 6.91 ± 0.50 ± 0.09 5.63 ± 0.43 ± 0.23 6.63 

0.9 195.52 2.57 ± 0.18 ± 0.02 0.85 2.90 ± 0.20 ± 0.07 2.46 
199.52 2.80 ± 0.18 ± (J.03 2.73 ± 0.19 ± 0.08 2.36 
201.63 2.49 ± 0.24 ± 0.02 2.31 ± 0.26 ± 0.08 2.30 

s1 /s EcM ALEPH s' /.s OPAL [47] SM prediction 
cut (GeV) Ayv cut A Fil 

0.9 195.52 0.56 ± 0.06 0.85 0.65 ± 0.06 0.57 
199.52 0.43 ± 0.06 0.62 ± 0.06 0.56 
201.63 0.59 ± 0.08 0.48 ± 0.11 0.56 

Table 7.1: 
Cornp(j,rison of cross section (j,nd AFn rne(},.mrerrwnts by ALEPH (j,nd OPAL. Notice the d4-
ferent cuts in JS'TS for the exclusive cross section and forward-backward asymmetry mea
surement. The SM predictions lzr-e given for the ALEPH de.findions of rr µµ and A Fil· 

Cross sections and asymmetries are also measured by the other three LEP experiments, 
OPAL, DELPHI and L3, OPAL being the only one to have released numbers so far [47]. The 
OPAL results are compared with the results of this analysis 1 in table 7.1. 

1 Here and in the following the results of this analysis are referred to as ALEPH although they are not the 
official ALEPH results 



Model ALEPH OPAL [47] DELPHI [48] Hl [49] ZEUS [50] CDF [51] D0 [52] 

e+e-f J e+e-f J e+e-z+z- e+e-qq e+e-qq e+e-qq) µ+ µ-qq e+e-qq 

LL A- (TeV) 10.2 8.8 7.3 1.3 - 4.3 4.2 

A+ (TeV) 7.3 7.6 9.4 2.4 - 3.1 3.3 

RR A- (TcV) 7.7 8.5 7.4 1.3 - 4.2 4.0 

A+ (TeV) 6.2 7.0 9.0 2.5 3.0 3.3 

vv A- (TeV) 14.1 15.6 13.6 2.8 5.0 6.3 6.1 

A+ (TeV) 10.7 13.4 17.8 5.5 4.7 5.0 4.9 

AA A- (TcV) 13.2 13.3 12.8 3.9 3.7 5.6 5.5 

A+ (TcV) 11.0 12.4 10.2 2.1 2.6 4.5 4.7 

LR A- (TeV) 7.3 8.7 6.4 1.6 3.9 3.6 

A+ (TeV) 4.9 8.1 8.8 3.4 3.3 3.4 

RL A- (TeV) 6.6 9.2 6.4 1.6 - 3.7 3.7 

A+ (TeV) 7.0 8.5 8.8 3.4 - 3.3 3.3 

LL+RR A- (TcV) 12.7 12.1 - 1.4 2.8 - 5.1 

A+ (TcV) 9.5 10.0 - 3.3 2.9 - 4.2 

LR+RL A- (TeV) 9.8 12.5 1.8 4.3 4.4 

A+ (TeV) 8.7 11. 7 4.6 4.0 3.9 

Table 7.2: 
Re.mlts of contact interaction fits for var•i(ms models obtained from d~fferent e:i:per'irnenf8. The 95% confidence level limits are given for A. 
In the first line the types of Contact Interactions considered for the derivation of the limits are indicated. It is assumed that the Contact 
Interaction couples to all the outgoing fermion types with equal strength. 
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A direct comparison can only be made for the indm1ive sample because for the exclusive 
sample the cut in J77T; is different ( J77T; > 0.85 compared to ·~ > 0.9). Nonetheless, 
the results should not differ too much as the contribution from the uncommon ·/S'!S region 
is small. This can be seen from the y'S7S distribution in figure 5.1 and in fact the results 
of the two analyses are compatible. In order to obtain greater precision the results of the 
four LEP experiments can be combined, which will reduce the statistical error by a factor of 
two, assuming equal integrated luminosities for all the experiments. The correlated system
atic errors will decrease as well, e.g. the systematic error on the integrated luminosity while 
uncorrelated errors will remain unchanged. 

From the measurements of the cross sections and angular distributions limits on Contact 
Interactions were derived. The results obtained from a maximum likelihood fit are com
parable to those obtained earlier [31] and are given in table 7.2 for the combined fermion 
channels. Better limits could be obtained if the theoretical uncertainties would decrease, the 
most prominent one being ISR/FSR interference. Nonetheless, statistical fluctuations in the 
data could be a further reason for a stagnation of the limits. 

Limits on Contact Interactions are also derived by other experiments at LEP [4 7, 48], 
HERA [49, 50] and the Tevatron [51, 52]. Their results are compared with those obtained in 
this analysis in table 7.2. DELPHI only quotes numbers for the combined lcptonic channels 
while the HERA experiments can only look for e+e-qq Contact Interactions. D0 quotes 
limits for the same process while CDF adds a I"+ fC qq Contact Interaction. Combined limits 
always assume that the Contact Interaction couples to all the outgoing fermion types with 
equal strength. The LEP results obtained from e+ C annihilations are the most stringent 
(even for the single channels) and arc in good agreement with each other. As for the cross 
section and asymmetries a combination of the results from the four LEP experiments will 
result in a higher accuracy, especially in the angular distributions, and will most probably 
lead to higher constraints for Contact Interactions as all the four experiments arc in good 
agreement with the SM predictions. 

Finally, limits for TeV-Scale quantum Gravity were derived, which are sunnnari,.;ed in ta
ble 7.3. Lower limits for the parameter A arc given, which is an ultra-violet cut-off parameter 
representing an energy-scale above which gravity would unify with the other three forces in a 
G.U.T. theory. Limits are also derived by DELPHI [48] and Hl [49]. While ALEPH uses the 
full set of data available above the Z resonance, DELPHI only uses the 183-202 GcV data. 
As HERA is an f'-Jl collider the differential cross sections for graviton exchange are obtained 
by applying crossing relations to the e+ e- cross sections. All the limits are of the order of 
1 TcV, the Bhabha channel in c+c- collisions being the most sensitive one as explained in 
chapter 6.2. The combination of all fermion channels from the fit carried out in this analysis 
results in a value of A- = 0.93 TeV and A+= 1.05 TeV. 

As a conclusion, it can be said that all the measured quantities are well in agreement with 
the SM. The limits on physics processes beyond the SM arc still increasing, even though not 
as rapidly as before. This could either be due to statistical fluctuations in the data or due 
to limitations by the errors on the theoretical predictions. Nonetheless, New Physics seems 
not to be 'around the corner'. The LEP data taking will continue until September 2000, 
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Channel f = 1 I A1 (Tev-1 ) Ag-0 (TeV) A+" (TeV) g,, 

DELPHI [48] 

/l+/l- -4 84 + 2-:~g 
. - '.l.02 0.59 0.73 

T+T- -4.49 + '.3-~6 
- .Li9 0.56 0.65 

Hl [49] 

e+q--+c+q, c+q 3 3 + 4.2 + 0.4 
· - ;u - ·1.3 0.72 0.48 

ALEPH 

qij 2 80 + ;{,RO 
. - 1.!J5 0.63 0.58 

e+c- 0 r:4 + 0.55 - .u - O.G:{ 0.91 1.06 
+ - 0 71 + UJ7 0.73 0.69 Ji, JL . - 1.97 

T+ T- 0 87 + :3.l4 
. - 3.21 0.64 0.62 

ff -0.41 + o.~3 
- O .. il 0.93 1.05 

Table 7.3: 
Fitted value of E = 1 /A 4 and the 95% confidence level lower limits A0s and A-:J5 for various 
diferrnion channels. For the ALEPH limits data from 130-202 Ge V was used as input while 
DELPHI only used the 188-202 Ge V data. The limits derived from H1 are calculated by 
applying crossing relations to the e+ c- cross section. 

collecting data at centre-of-mass energies :=:: 205 GeV, presumably about 150 pb- 1
• With 

this additional data the predictions of the SM can be tested at higher centre-of'.-mass energies 
than it has been done in this analysis and the limits for processes beyond the SM can be 
pushed higher, provided no unexpected phenomena appear. 



Appendix A 

Formulae and Functions for New 
Physics 

A .1 Born level differential cross section for Contact Interac
tions 

Born level differential (T088 8cction for c+s- annihilation including interference cffcct8 be
tween Contact Interactions and the SM Born processes [39]: 

4.s da ( + _ ff-) = 
2 c c --+ 

n dH [1.ArR(t)1 2 +1.AlfL(t)1 2
] Gr (jef 

[1A;!R(s)l 2 + IAi;f1,(s)i 2
] (~) 

2 

+ 

+ [I Aef (.s)l2 + IAef (s)12] (1!.)2 
LL RR s 

where 8 = 4E~eam' t = -~8(1 - cos(;}) ands+ t + H = 0. 

The helicity amplitudes AU' used in the differential cross section are defined as: 

Ai§(t) = Q2 ee - (t) t 1 
e + c i Cj X + T]ij 0: A2 ( i i= j) 

Aef(s)= 
t ) 

Q Q + ,e J x( ·) + r1 s 1 e . f c i cj .s ij 0: A 2 ( i i= j) 

Acf(s) = 
i ] - QeQJ + ci~c;· [x(s) + f x(t)!ieJ] 

+ y!ief + (1+6ef )r/ij ~-h ('i = .i) 

(A.l) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

The parameters c{, R are the left- and right-handed couplings of the fermions to the Z-boson. 

The Z propagators x(s) = Cs/(s - M'3; + iM;;;T;;;-) and x(t) = Ct/ (t - M~) in the s and t 
channeb contain a factor C which depends on the renormalization scheme chosen. 
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A.2 The Ci(x) functions for TeV Scale Quantum Gravity 

The Gi (:D) functions used in eq. 6.12 for the definition of the differential cross section as 
defined in [45] are: 

G4(x) 1 + lOx + 42x2 + 64x;~ + 32:r4 (A.6) 

G;,(x) 1+6x+12x2 + 8:r3 (A.7) 

Gn(x) 1+6x + 6x2 (A.8) 

Gy(x) 9x-1 + 22 + 24:r + llx2 + xa (A.9) 

Gs(x) 4 + 9x + 6x2 + :ra (A.10) 

Gg(:r;) 9 + 18:D + 15:r;2 + 5:r;:3 (A.11) 

G1o(:r;) 1 + 12:D + 15:1/ + 5:r;:3 (A.12) 

Gn (:r;) 40 + 114:r + 126:r2 + 60:r;a + 9:r;~ (A.13) 
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